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Abstract—Logical formalization of emotions moves forward 
and develops more widely accepted and clearly defined 
emotion models. However, there is little quantitative analysis 
of emotions based on modal logic. We put forward a logic LEI 
to represent quantitative belief, preference and disgust. Then, 
event-based emotions, agent-based emotions in OCC model 
and their intensity are formalized by the logic. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

     Discrete theories, continuous theories, physiological 
theories, and cognitive theories constitute main trends in 
psychological research on emotions [8]. The OCC theory[3] 
is one of appraisal theories as a branch of cognitive 
theories[8].  
     An important aspect of emotion simulation is the way in 
which changes in emotion eliciting situations can give rise 
to different intensities in resulting emotion instances[9]. 
Literature[9] uses the work of Ortony, et al[3] to propose a 
set of emotion intensity variables to be used in modeling the 
causes of varying emotion intensity. 
     Logical formalization is a well-defined scientific 
program to move forward and develop more widely 
accepted and clearly defined models[7]. Much work models 
emotions based on modal logics and cognitive theories, 
such as Adam[7],[8], Steunebrink[20], [6], Meyer[13], 
Pereira[10], Nguyen[17], Ochs[18], and Hu[14]. However, 
there is little quantitative analysis of emotions based on 
modal logic. The papers[11],[12] formalized expectation-
based emotions and their intensity. Steunebrink[5], [4], [20] 
combine the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 
emotions, and formalize action tendency based on changing 
emotion intensity. 
     In this paper, we put forward a logic LEI to present 
quantitative belief, preference, and disgust. Then, event-
based emotions, agent-based emotions in OCC model [3] 
and their intensity are formalized by the logic. 
     The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section2 
presents the logic LEI and some abbreviations. Section3 
formalizes emotions with intensity. Section4 compares this 
paper with others’ work. 

II. LOGIC LEI 

A. Syntax 
      Let R denote the real numbers set, +R  denote non-

negative real number set, −R  denote non-positive real 
number set, ]1,0[ , ]1,0( , )1,0[ , )1,0( denote 0,1 closed 

interval, two 0,1 half open half closed interval, open 
interval respectively. 
 
Definition 1(Language) Assume three countable sets: a set 
of agents, denoted as Ag ; a set of atomic propositions 

denoted as Ρ ; a set of atomic actions denoted as Ac . The 

language LEIL  of LEI is defined by the BNF grammar: 
 
atomic formulas: h

i
k
i pdbep

00
||  

formulas: ϕαϕϕαϕϕφϕϕ EiiHG |]:[|]:[|||| ∨¬  

Where RhkAgiAgiAcp ∈∈∈∈∈Ρ∈ ],1,0[,,,, 0α  

      k
ibe
0
can be read “The given situation has a degree of 

belief k according to agent 0i at the current situation”. 

)(
0

+∈ Rhpd h
i

can be read “The given situation has a degree 

of preference h  according to agent 0i  at the current 

situation”.  )(
0

−∈ Rhpd h
i

can be read “The given situation has 

a degree of disgust h−  according to agent 0i at the current 

situation”. ϕG reads“henceforth, “ ϕ is true.” ϕH reads 

“ ϕ has always been true in the past.” ϕα ]:[i  reads “After 

agent i  executes action α , ϕ holds surely.” ]:[ αϕ i  reads 

“Before agent i  executes action  α , ϕ holds surely.” ϕE  

expresses that ϕ is possibly true. 

 
B. Semantics 
Definition 2 (Model) Given three countable sets: a set of 
agents, denoted as Ag ; a set of atomic propositions denoted 

as Ρ ; a set of atomic actions denoted as Ac . The model is a 
7-tuple 

>,,,,,=< VWM iiLEI ΑΤτπ , abbreviated as M , 

where: 
— W : a nonempty set of situations. A situation Ww∈ is a 
pair >< sr, , where r refers to a possible world, and s  is a 
temporal state in the world r . 
— ]1,0[: →×WWiπ  is a function from the Cartesian 

product on the set of possible situations into closed interval 
[0,1]. 
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— RWWi →: ×τ  is a function from the Cartesian product 

on the set of possible situations into the set R . 
— WW ×⊆Τ  the temporal accessibility relation. It satisfies 
that Τ∈><>< ),,,( lkji srsr  implies ki rr = . 

Let )(AP denotes the powerset of set A . 

— )(: WWPAcAg ×→×Α  associates each action  

 Ac∈α of agent Agi∈  with the set ΤΑ ⊆):( αi of 

sequence of two possible situations. 
— )(: WPV →Ρ associates each atomic formula into 

subset of W .                                                                     

     
   Following [10] and [16], let >=< 111 ,srw , 

>=< 222 , srw be two situations. When 21 rr = , 21,ww  

represent situations in the same world but perhaps different 
time. On the contrary, when 

21 ss = , 
1w ,

2w represent 

different possible worlds at the same time. 
   The function 

iπ  represents a belief grading of the possible 

situations, which allows to model the notion of belief with 
degree. θπ =),( wvi

 means: The belief degree of the given 

situation w is θ  according to agent i  at situation v . Notice 
that the belief degree of w according to agent i is affected 
by the situation v  where is the agent i . 
   The function iπ satisfies 

1),( =∑
∈Ww

i wvπ
, which represents the 

possible situations in W are mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive. 0),( =wviπ  means agent i  at situation v thinks 

the current situation cannot be w at all. On the contrary, 

1),( =wviπ means agent i  at situation v thinks the current 

situation is surely w . ),(),( 21 wvwv ii ππ > means at situation v , 

agent i think the current situation is more likely to be the 

given situation 1w  than 2w . 

    Let >=<>=< 222111 ,,, srwsrw be any two situations. 

We limit 21 ss =  in ),,,( 2211 ><>< srsriπ . That’s to say, 

we only consider the form )>,<,>,<( 21 srsriπ , which 

characterizes the belief degree of the situation >< 22, sr  

according to agent i in the situation >< 11, sr  at the same 

time. The value of )>,<,>,<( 21 srsriπ  changes with the 

temporal state s . 
 
Example1 At the situation 1, a monochromatism i takes a 
face up poker card whose number is K. The belief degrees 
(noted as k ) of the Hearts K and spades K satisfy k  > 0, 
while the belief degrees of square piece K, plum K and 
other letters are 0. At the situation 2, if the 
monochromatism i takes a card Q, then the belief degrees 

(noted as k ) of hearts Q and spades Q satisfy 0>k , while 
the belief degrees of square piece Q, plum Q and other 

letters are 0. Moreover, the sum of belief degrees of full set 
of poker cards is 1 in both situations. Assume i  can 
distinguish black and red when he is wearing a color-blind 
glasses in the next time(next temporal state). At this time, if 
i takes a face up poker card whose number is K, then the 

belief degree(noted as k ) of only one of the Hearts K and 
spades K satisfy 0>k , while the belief degrees of all other 
cards are 0. 
    
   The function iτ  represents degrees of goodness or badness 

of the possible situations in W , which allows to model the 
notion of preference and disgust. )0(),( >= θθτ wvi

means: 

The preference degree of w  is θ  according to agent 
i at situation v .  )0(),( <= θθτ wvi

 means: The disgust 

degree of w  is θ- according to agent i  at situation v . 
   θτ =),( wvi

 means at situation v , agent i  neither prefer 

the situation w nor disgust it.  0),(),( 21 >> wvwv ii ττ means 

at situation v , agent i  more prefers the situation 
1w  than 

2w . Symmetrically,  0),(),( 21 << wvwv ii ττ presents agent i  

at situation v  more disgusts the situation 
1w  than 

2w . 

     Like
iπ , we limit 21 ss =  in  ),,,( 2211 ><>< srsriτ . The 

value of )>,<,>,<( 21 srsriτ also changes with the temporal 

state s . 
 
Example2 Generally speaking, a person prefers warm wear 
and disgusts cool clothes in winter, while he prefers cool 
clothes and disgusts warm wear in summer. The preference 
and disgust of the person changes with time. 
 
Τ represents the internal temporal relation of each world r .  

)(pVw∈  means that atomic formula p is true at situation w .  

We recursively define truth of a formula ϕ as follows: 

 
Definition 3(Truth of formula) Given a LEI model M , 
two possible situations Wvw ∈, , a formula ϕ is satisfied in 

M at situations sequence >< wv,  is defined as follows: 

ϕϕ
ϕααϕ
ϕαϕα

ϕϕ
ϕϕ

φϕφϕ
ϕϕ

τ

π

=|>',<, ∈'   =|>,<,

=|>',<,   ):A(i∈ '∈'   ]:[=|>,<,

   =|>',<,   ):A(i∈ ∈'   ]:[=|>,<,

' ∈'   =|>',<,  =|>,<,

 ∈'   =|>',<,  =|>,<,

 =|>,<,  =|>,<,  ∨=|>,<,

=|>,<,  ¬=|>,<,

)∈( =),(=|>,<,

])1,0[∈( =),(=|>,<,

)(∈=|>,<,

00

00

wvMt W such thawexistsiff EwvM
wvMand,w)t (wW such thawfor alliff iwvM
wvMandt (w,w')W such thawfor alliff iwvM

,w)∈(wsuch that Wwfor everywvMiff HwvM
(w,w')∈such that Wwfor everywvMiff GwvM

wvMorwvMiff  wvM
wvMnot iff wvM

Rh hwv iff pdwvM

k kwv iff bewvM
pVp iff wwvM

i
h
i

i
k
i

Τ
Τ

 
ϕ=>< |,, wvM  means the truth value of formula ϕ in the 

model M is determined by the situations sequence >< wv, . 

It expresses that when agent 0i  is in the situation v , the 
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formula ϕ is satisfied in the model M  at state w . From the 

definition, we can find v  has no function on the truth of 
formulas except formulas containing k

ibe
0

 and h
ipd
0
. 

 
Definition 4(Validity) A formula ϕ  is valid in LEI model 

M , denoted as ϕ=|M , if and only if ϕ=>< |,, wvM  for 

every wv,  in LEI M . ϕ is LEI valid, denoted as ϕ=| , if 

and only if ϕ is valid in every LEI model M . 

 
Now, we extend belief degree of a possible situation to 

belief degree of a formula. 
 
Definition 5(Belief degree of a formula) The belief degree 
of a formula ϕ according to an agent i at the situation w  in 

model M , noted )(ϕπ w
i

, is defined as: ∑
|',,

)',()(
ϕ

πϕπ
=><

=
wwM

i
w
i ww

 

 
     The belief degree of a formula ϕ  according to an agent 

i at the situation w is the sum of )',( wwiπ  

where >< ',ww satisfies the formulaϕ in model M .  

     Since ]1,0[)',( ∈wwiπ  and 
1)',(∑

∈'

=
Ww

i wwπ
 , 

]1,0[)( ∈ϕπ w
i

holds. 

    From the definition of )(ϕπ w
i

 and properties of 

function iπ , we get the properties of function w
iπ :  

1=¬¬ )()+π() π( w
i

w
i ϕϕπ   

From 
1)',(∑

∈'

=
Ww

i wwπ
and the definition of )(ϕπ w

i
, it can be 

proved easily. 
 
Also, we get the following properties. 

)}(),(min{≤ψ)∧(π)∧(π w
i ψπϕπϕ w

i
w
i   

Proof: The set WX ⊆ of situations satisfies formulaϕ , and 

the set WY ⊆ of situations satisfies formulaψ . Let YXA ∩=  

and YXB ∪= . The situations in X-Asatisfy ϕ , but do 

not satisfy ψ . Hence they cannot contribute belief degree 

to ψϕ∧ . For the similar reason, situations inY-A cannot 

contribute belief degree to ψϕ∧  too. Only situations in 

YX ∩ contribute belief degree to ψϕ∧ . Since XYX ⊆∩  

and YYX ⊆∩ , and for any ',ww , 0>)',( wwiπ , we can 

get )}(),(min{≤ψ)∧(πw
i ψπϕπϕ w

i
w
i

 

Symmetrically, we can find: 
)}(),({max≤ψ)∨(π)∨(π w

i ψπϕπϕ w
i

w
i   

    From )∧(  π   and )∨(  π , we know that the belief degree 

of ψϕ∧  is smaller than the belief degrees of bothϕ and 

 ψ , while the belief degree of ψϕ∨ is larger than the belief 

degrees of bothϕ  andψ . 

     The preference (disgust) degree of formula is extended 

from the preference (disgust) degree of possible situation. 
      
Definition 6(Preference-Disgust degree of a formula) 
The preference-disgust degree of a formulaϕ at situation w  

according to agent i , noted )(ϕτ w
i

, is defined as: 

∑
=|>',<,

)',(=)(
ϕ

τϕτ
wwM

i
w
i ww

 

 
   The preference-disgust degree of a formulaϕ according to 

an agent i at the situation w  is the sum of  )',( wwiτ  where 

)',( ww  satisfies the formula ϕ in model M . 

   When 0≥)(ϕτ w
i

, it represents preference degree, while 

when 0≤)(ϕτ w
i

, it represents disgust degree. 

 
C. Abbreviations 
   This section lists the following syntactic abbreviations. 
The previous two are as usual. 

φϕφϕ ∨¬=→
def

 

)¬∨¬(¬=∧ φϕφϕ
def

 

])1,0[∈)(∧(
∑
∧=

=
kbeEBel r

r

h
i

kh

def
k
i ϕϕ  

      ϕk
iBel  reads “Agent i believes with the degree k  that 

ϕ is true”. It can be deduced that  ϕk
iBelwvM =|>,<,  

kiff w
i = )(  ϕπ where agent i  is in situation w . According to 

agent i  at the situation w , ϕk
iBel  holds in M at w  iff the 

belief degree of the formulaϕ is k . 

 
Example3  Suppose there are altogether five situation 
sequences }>,<,>,<,>,<,>,<,>,<{ 54321 wwwwwwwwww  

satisfying ϕ  and 22111 ,,,, rrrrr h
i

h
i

h
i

h
i

h
i bebebebebe  hold on 

>,<,>,<,>,<,>,<,>,< 54321 wwwwwwwwww  respectively. 

Then 
)∧(∧)∧(∧)∧(∧)∧(∧)∧(= 22111 ϕϕϕϕϕϕ rrrrr h

i
h
i

h
i

h
i

h
i

k
i beEbeEbeEbeEbeEBel

such that khh rr =×2+×3 21
 

 

)∈)(∧(
∑
∧=

=
RkpdEPD r

r

h
i

kh

def
k
i ϕϕ  

+R =Pr k∈ PDe k
i

def
k
i ϕϕ  

-- R = k∈ PDDis k
i

def
k

i ϕϕ  

where   )∈( --k RkDisi ϕ  is equivalent to   )∈( +k RkDisi ϕ . 

ϕk
iePr  reads “ ϕ  is preferred with degree k  by agent i ”. 

)∈(=)( iff Pr=|>,<, +RkkewvM w
i

k
i ϕτϕ   

ϕk
iDis  reads “ ϕ  is disgusted with degree k  by agent i ”. 

)∈(-=)( iff =|>,<, +RkkDiswvM w
i

k
i ϕτϕ  

ϕϕ ¬¬= GF
def

 

ϕF  reads “ ϕ is true or will be true at sometime in the 
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future.” 

Τ)∈that (w,w'such wfor existswvM
FwvM

 ' =|>',<,

  iff  =|>,<,

ϕ
ϕ  

ϕϕ ¬¬= HP
def

 

ϕP  reads “ ϕ is true or was true at sometime in the past.” 

Τ,w)∈that (wsuch wfor existswvM
PwvM

' ' =|>',<,

  iff  =|>,<,

ϕ
ϕ  

ϕαϕα ¬]:[¬=>:< ii
def

 

ϕα >:< i  reads “ After agent i  executes action α , ϕ  

maybe holds.” 

  =|>',<, and ),( '

  iff  >:=<|>,<,

ϕα
ϕα

wvMi)∈that (w,w'such exists w
iwvM

Α
 

]):[¬(¬=>:< αϕαϕ ii
def

 

>:< αϕ i  reads “ Before agent i  executes action α , ϕ  

maybe holds.” 

  =|>',<, and ),(' '

  iff  >:<=|>,<,

ϕα
αϕ

wvMi,w)∈that (wsuch exists w
iwvM

Α
 

)R ∈(k Pr= +ϕϕ FeGoal k
i

def
k
i

 

ϕk
iGoal  reads “Agent i  takes ϕ as a goal with desirability 

degree k  ”. 

)R ∈(k = +ϕϕ FDisAntiGoal k
i

def
k
i

 

ϕk
iAntiGoal reads “Agent i  takes ϕ as a anti-goal with 

undesirability degree k  ”. 
 

III. EMOTIONS WITH INTENSITY 

Emotions and their intensities are analyzed in the section 
by the modal operators defined above. 
    Article [9] proposed three categories of emotion intensity 
variables. Among them, the stable disposition variables 
group contains variables that help to determine an agent’s 
bias toward interpreting an emotion-eliciting situation one 
way or another. The specification stable refers to the 
position these variables have in determining the relatively 
stable personalities and roles of the automated agents in 
simulation. This is not to say that these values cannot 
change over time, but rather that such changes will be 
considered moderately permanent, with no tendency to 
return to the original state. The stable disposition variables 
group includes two subgroups: appraisal bias variables, 
stable relationship variables. 
    Here we only consider appraisal bias variables. They are 
based on the central intensity variables of Ortony,et al [3], 
appear as part of the agents’ appraisal mechanisms and 
represent the degrees to which various events, actions of 
agents, and objects are important to them[9]. The notions of 
consequence of event, action of agent, and aspect of object 
are used to distinguish three main categories of emotion 
types. 

In k
iEmotion ϕ ， ( )k k R+∈  is the value of a function 

taking appraisal bias variables and belief degree variables 
as function arguments, where Emotion denotes any emotion 
listed in the following. 
 

A. Event-based Emotion 
If an agent focuses on a consequence of an event, it can 

appraise this consequence as desirable or undesirable with 
respect to its’ goals. There are two variables to mark 
desirable or undesirable level. 
 
 Importance to agent i of achieving goal, denoted as 
        ( )k k R+∈  in expression k

iGoal ϕ . The value k  shows 

         how desirable the achievement of a particular goal ϕ   

         is for the agent i . 
 Importance to agent i  of not having goal blocked, 

denoted as ( )k k R+∈  in expression k
iAntiGoal ϕ . The 

value k  shows how undesirable the blockage of a 
particular goal ϕ¬  is for the agent i . 

 
1) Well-being Emotions: An agent i  feels joy (distress) 
when he is fully convinced an event ϕ  as the target(anti-

target). 

   )∈(  ∧= +1 RmGoalBelJoy m
ii

def
k
i ϕϕϕ  

   )∈(  ∧= +1 RmAntiGoalBelDistress m
ii

def
k
i ϕϕϕ  

The degree k  of joy (distress) increases with the 
desirability(undesirability) degree m  of the target 
(antitarget). 
 
2) Prospect-based Emotions: An agent i  feels hope (fear) 
when he believes a eventϕ  as the target(anti-target) to a 

certain extent. 

   )∈[0,1),∈(  ∧= +RmhGoalBelHope m
i

h
i

def
k
i ϕϕϕ  

   )∈[0,1),∈(h  ∧= +RmAntiGoalBelFear m
i

h
i

def
k

i ϕϕϕ  

The degree k  of hope (fear) increases with both the 
belief degree h  and the desirability(undesirability) degree 
m of the target(anti-target). If agent i  does not believe 
event ϕ  happens at all, then it has no hope or fear aboutϕ . 

Thus in both definitions of Hope and Fear, if 0h = , then 
0k = . 

Notice that only agent i  believes goal ϕ  surely, it can 

feel joy aboutϕ , otherwise, it just hopesϕ . Similarly, only 

agent i  believesϕ  surely which is the contrary of its’goal, 

it can feel distress about ϕ , otherwise, it just fears ϕ . 

The agent i  feels satisfaction(fearconfirmed) if he is 
confirmed about the prospect of an event ϕ as 

target(antitarget).  

)∈[0,1),∈(∧  ∧= +11 RmqBelGoalPBelBelonSatisfacti i
m
i

q
ii

def
k
i ϕϕϕϕ   
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)∈[0,1),∈(

∧  ∧=
+

11

Rmq
BelAntiGoalPBelBelmedFearConfir i

m
i

q
ii

def
k
i ϕϕϕϕ  

   The degree k  of satisfaction(fearconfirmed) increases 
with the desirability(undesirability) degree m  of the 
target(antitarget). The lower was the belief degree q  about 

the event ϕ  according to the agent i  in the past, the higher 

is the degree k  of satisfaction(fearconfirmed) after agent i  
is confirmed about the event ϕ . In the past, agent i  ever 

believed ϕ  with a certain degree, but it was not sure about 

ϕ . Hence 1q <  holds. 

The agent i feels relief(disappointment) if he is 
disconfirmed about the prospect of an event ϕ¬  as 

target(anti-target). 

    )∈(0,1],∈(∧  ∧=Re +11 RmqBelGoalPBelBellief i
m
i

q
ii

def
k

i ϕϕϕϕ   

)∈(0,1],∈(

∧  ∧¬=int
+

11

Rmq
BelAntiGoalPBelBelmentDisappo i

m
i

q
ii

def
k
i ϕϕϕϕ  

 
The degree k  of relief(disappointment) increases with 

the desirability(undesirability) degree m of the target(anti-
target). The higher is the belief degree q  about the event ϕ  

in the past according to the agent i , the higher is the degree 
k  of relief(disappointment) after agent i  is disconfirmed 
about the event. In the past, agent i  ever believed ϕ¬  with 

a certain degree, and it couldn’t believe ϕ  surely. Hence 

q > 0 holds. 
If the agent i  has no desirability(undesirability) on ϕ , 

then his any of the six prospected-based emotions cannot be 
aroused when he is confirmed about ϕ . Thus in the 

definitions of the six emotions, if 0m = , then 0k = . 
 
3) Fortunes of others Emotions: Agent i  feels happy 
(sorry) for agent j  if he believes an eventϕ  assumed to be 

target(anti-target) for the agent j , and believing the event 

ϕ  by agent j  is the target(anti-target) of agent i . 

 )∈,∈(∧  ∧= ++111
, RnRmBelGoalGoalBelBelHappyfor j

n
i

m
jii

def
k

ji ϕϕϕϕ      

)∈,∈(

∧  ∧=
++

111
,

RnRm

BelAntiGoalAntiGoalBelBelSorryfor j
n
i

m
jii

def
k
ji ϕϕϕϕ  

The degree k  of happyfor(sorryfor) increases with the 
agent j ’s desirability(undesirability) degree m  on 

target(anti-target) ϕ , and the agent i ’s desirability 

(undesirability) degree n  on target(anti-target) 1
jBel ϕ . 

Agent i  feels resentment(gloating) for agent j  if he 

believes an event ϕ  assumed to be target(anti-target) for the 

agent j , and the event ϕ  being confirmed by agent j  is 

the anti-target(target) of agent i . 

)∈,∈(

∧  ∧=Re
++

111
,

RnRm

BelAntiGoalGoalBelBelsentment j
n
i

m
jii

def
k

ji ϕϕϕϕ  

)∈,∈(

∧  ∧=
++

111
,

RnRm

BelGoalAntiGoalBelBelGloating j
n
i

m
jii

def
k

ji ϕϕϕϕ  

 
The degree k  of resentment(gloating) increases with the 

agent j ’s desirability(undesirability) degree m  on 

target(antitarget) ϕ , and the agent i ’s undesirability 

(desirability) degree m  on anti-target(target) ϕ1jBel . 

If the agent j  has no desirability(undesirability) on ϕ , 

the agent i ’s any of the four fortunes of others emotions 
cannot be aroused when i  is confirmed about ϕ . Moreover, 

if the agent i  does not care whether ϕ  holds for j , none of 

the four emotions can be aroused. Thus in the definitions of 
the four emotions, if 0=m  or 0=n then 0=k  
 

B. Agent-based Emotion 
    If an agent focuses on an action of another(perhaps itself), 
he can appraise this action as praiseworthy or blameworthy 
with respect to his standards. Two variables are used to 
mark praiseworthy(blameworthy)level. 
    
• Importance to agent i  of having standard upheld, denoted 
   as k  in ϕk

iePr . The value shows how praiseworthy the 

   act of upholding a particular standardϕ  is for the agent 

  i . 
 

• Importance to agent i  of not having standard violated, 
   denoted  as  k  in  ϕk

iDis .  The  va lue  shows  how                    

blameworthy  the act of violating a particular standard ϕ¬  

 is for the agent i . 
 
1) Attributions Emotions: An agent i  feels admiration 
(reproach) for an agent j  if j  has performed the action  

which caused the result ϕ . The agent i  believes that before 

the action α , he could not predict the result, and he thought 
it’s ideal(not ideal) for j  to do the action to achieve ϕ . 

Here, when an agent thinks something ideal or not ideal, 
he makes a deontic evaluation. One can think of deontic 
evaluation as reflecting the preferences of a moral authority 
or law-giver[15]. 
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    The degree k  of admiration (reproach) increases with the 
agent j ’s preference(disgust) degree q  on result ϕ  from 

the action α , and the agent i ’s belief degree m  on the 
opposite result ϕ¬ . If the agent i  has no preference(disgust) 

on the result ϕ caused by the agent j ’s action α , i ’s 

emotions Admiration and Reproach cannot be stimulated 
when he is confirmed about ϕ . Thus in the definitions of 

the two emotions, if 0=q  then 0=k  . 5.0>m  means that 

before executing action α , agent i  more convinced the 
action resulting in ϕ¬  than ϕ . 

  When the agent i  and j  are the same agent, the two 

emotions above are known exactly as the two emotions in 
the following. 
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2) Compound Emotions: Some emotions can be composed 

by the above-mentioned emotions. 
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k  monotonically increases with h  and q  in the definitions 

of Gratification, Remorse, Gratitude, Anger. 
 

IV. RELATED WORK  

Articles [1][2] use a fuzzy modal logic to formalize graded 
believes and desires. The basic idea of the approach is to 
consider the belief and desire degree of a 
(classical)proposition as the truth-degree of a fuzzy modal 
proposition. Probabilistic logic[19] defines the truth value 
of sentence S  to be the probability of S  . In comparison, we 
handle the belief, preference-disgust degree of formulas 
apart from the truth of formulas. 
  Articles [12],[11] use epistemic equivalence relation ~ on 
possible worlds to interpret epistemic operator[ ]K . In 

our models, there’s no epistemic equivalence relation  ~ on 
possible situations. Moreover, articles [12],[11] give 
possible worlds (noted as w ) which are at the same 
equivalence class as agent’s world fixed plausibility grading 

+
exc ∈)(-max Rwκ , other possible worlds plausibility 

grading 0=)(-max exc wκ . We give possible 

situations(noted as w ) different belief grading ),( wviπ  

according to the different situations(noted as v ) in which 
agent i  exists. Fixing situation v , the ),( wviπ of the 

situations (noted as w) sum to 1 because the sets of possible 
situations are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. 
   Paper[21] compared OCFs theory and probability theory. 
 In the theory of OCFs, a proposition may be conceived as a 
team consisting of its members; in this race, each such team 
is just as good as its best members. In probability theory, a 
proposition may also be conceived as a team consisting of 
its members; but each such team is as weighty and fares as 
well in this competition as the sum of the masses of its 
members. 
    Articles [12],[11] defined 

}~ =|,|)(min{-max=)(-max excexc vand wvMv ϕκϕκ  as the 

plausibility degree of a formula ϕ  according to agent at 

world w , which followed the theory OCF[21]. Following 
probability theory, the probability(the probabilistic logic 
truth value) of any formula ϕ is taken to be the sum of the 

probabilities of all worlds in which ϕ is true[19]. Our article 

defines ∑
|',,

)',()(
ϕ

πϕπ
=><

=
wwM

i
w
i ww

 as the plausibility degree of a 

formula ϕ  according to agent at situation w . 

    As the motivational counterpart of the notion of 
plausibility degree, articles [12],[11] used )(wdesκ and 

)(
des

ϕκ w  to define desirability degree of worlds and formulas 

respectively. Like them, we also give the motivational 
counterpart of the notion of belief degree denoted as 
 ),( wviτ  and  )(ϕτ w

i . 

    Articles[12],[11] used )(
des

ϕκ w (the range of w
des

κ is the 

finite set of natural numbers Num) to interpret the graded 
goal ϕhGoal≥ . We assign  Rw

i ∈)(ϕτ , where +∈)( Rw
i ϕτ  

and  -∈)( Rw
i ϕτ interpret graded preference Pre and 

graded 
disgust Dis respectively. 
 

V. CONCLUSION   

    We have proposed the logic called LEI to represent 
quantitative belief, preference and disgust. Then we have 
formalized event-based emotions, agent-based emotions 
and  their intensity by the logic. In future work, we will 
consider the following aspects. We will give a formal 
analysis of the object-based emotion. We should also 
investigate the relation between preference degree of 
formula ϕ  and disgust degree of ϕ¬ . Furthermore, 

properties of the logic LEI will be explored, and implement 
of emotional agents based on the logical analysis will be 
considered too. 
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